
1st dam
THERESE, by Exchange Rate. Winner at 3, $34,362. Dam of 3 other foals of racing age, 2 to race, both winners--Lily (f. by Uncle Mo). Winner at 3, $35,090.
Raise Em Up (g. by Haynesfield). Winner at 3, placed at 4, 2019, $11,890 $12,310.

2nd dam
Lanzera (g. by Montbrook). 5 wins at 4 and 5, $140,204, 2nd Florida Thoroughbred Charities S.-R (OTC, $10,000), etc.

3rd dam
Devil’s Deva. Unplaced. Dam of 8 foals to race, 6 winners, including--TIO JUAN. 15 wins, 2 to 6, $166,656, champion colt at 2 in Puerto Rico, Copa Navidad, 2nd Clasico Dia del Veterano.
Whobabydatiz. Unplaced. Dam of 6 foals to race, 5 winners, including--BATTIER. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $331,675, Fit to Fight S.-R, 2nd Private Terms S., 3rd Pennsylvania Derby [G2], National Museum of Racing Hall of Fame S. [G3], Time for a Change S., etc.

4th dam
FOREST MURMURS, by Proud Clarion. 3 wins at 2 and 3, Pinafore S. Dam of 6 winners, including--PROUD CLARIONESS. 7 wins, $229,111, Prioreiss S.-L, etc. Dam of--HESABULL. 5 wins to 4, $826,255, Mervyn LeRoy H. [G2], Affirmed H. [G3]. Harry Henson S. [L], 2nd Breeders’ Cup Sprint [G1], etc. Sire.
BIG E E. 8 wins, 3 to 8, $456,946, Withers S. [G3], etc. Sire.
WOODSY. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $160,216, Groovy H. (LRL, $26,220), etc.
Murmuration. 3 wins, $51,661, 2nd Fescue S. [R] (PHA, $5,440), etc.

Breeders’ Cup nominated.
Registered Florida-bred.